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AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS IN PERSPECTIVE—ITS
- PAST, PRESENT, AND FUTURE

Oris V. Wells
Administrator, Agricultural Marketing Service

United States Department of Agriculture

Perhaps the best way of approaching the subject at hand is to simply

call your attention to the source materials around which my comments will be

organized.

• The first source is the discussion of "Deficiencies and Remedies" which

occurs in the Introductory Review or Summary of the Report of the Country Life

Commission transmitted to President Roosevelt, January 23, 1909. This discussion

simmarizes the feeling of rural leaders in the early 1900's and yields an excel-

lent analysis of the environment which brought agricultural economics into being

(remembering that some of the earliest work in agricultural economics was started

a year or two following 1900 and that the American Farm Economic Association was

organized in 1910).

The second source is the introductory section "Agricultural Economists

in Our Society" from my own effort to survey contemporary agricultural economics

at the Annual Meeting of the American Farm Economic Association in 1953--a state-
ment which it seems to me still holds good, although some of the references need

to be updated. ,

And as we turn to the future I shall call your attention to the third

source which is drawn from the concluding section of American Agriculture and 

Agricultural Economics. 1955-1975, a report of the Committee on Agricultural

Economics, Social Science Research Council, released in June, 1956.

DEFICIENCIES AND REMEDIES—Extract from the Introductory Review or
Summary of the Report of the Country Life Commission, Transmitted to President

Roosevelt, January 23, 1909:

"...We must measure our, agricultural efficiency by its possibilities

rather than by comparison with previous conditions. The farmer is almost neces-

sarily handicapped in the development of his business because his capital is

small, and the volume of his transactions limited; and he usually stands practi-

cally alone against organized interests. In the general readjustment of modern

life due to the great changes in manufactures and commerce inequalities and dis-

criminations have arisen, and naturally the separate man suffers most. The

unattached man has problems that government should understand.

"The reasons for the lack of a highly organized rural society are very

many, as the full Report explains., • ,The leading specific causes are:

-'"A lack of knowledge on the part of farmers of the exact agricul-
tural conditions and possibilities of their regions;

"Lack of good training for country life in the schools;
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"The disadvantage or handicap of the farmer as against the
established business systems and interests, preventing him
from securing adequate returns for his products, depriving

- him of the benefits that would result from unmonopolized
rivers and the conservation of forests, and depriving the
community, in many cases, of the good that would come from
the use of great tracts of agricultural land that are now
held for speculative purposes; .

"Lack of good highway facilities;

"The widespread continuing depletion of soils, with the
injurious effect on rural life;

"A general need of new and active leadership.

"Other causes contributing to the general result are: Lack of any
adequate system of agricultural credit, whereby the farmer may readily secure loans
on fair terms; the shortage of labor, a condition that is often complicated by
intemperance among workmen; lack of institutions and incentives that tie the labor-
ing man to the soil; the burdens and the narrow life of farm women; lack of adequate
supervision of public. health.

"Some of the remedies lie with the national Government, some of them with
the States and communities in their corporate capacities, some with voluntary or-
ganizations, and some with'individuals acting alone. From the great number of sug-
gestions that have been made, covering every phase of country life, the Commission
now enumerates those that seem to be most needed at the present time.

"Congress can remove sane of the handicaps of the farmer, and it can also
set some kinds of work in motion, such as:

"The encouragement of a. system of thoroughgoing surveys_of all
agricultural regions in order to take stock and to collect ,
local fact, with the idea of providing a basis on which to
develop a scientifically and economically sound country life;

"The encouragement of a system of extension work in rural
communities through all the land-grant colleges with the peo-
ple at their homes and on their farms;

"Athoroughgoing investigation by experts of the middleman
system of handling farm products, coupled with a general
inquiry into the farmer's disadvantages in respect to taxa-
tion, transportation rates, cooperative organizations and
credit, and the general business system;

"An inquiry into the control and use of the streams of the
United States with the object of protecting the people in
their ownership and of saving to agricultural uses such
benefits,as should be reserved for these purposes;

"The establishing of a highway engineering service, or
equivalent organization, to be at the call of the states
in working out effective and economical highway systems;
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"The establishing of a system of parcel post and postal savings
banks; . ••••, •

"And providing some means or agency for the guidance of public
opinion toward the development of a real rural society,  that
shall rest- diiieetly on the land.

_
"Other remedies recommended for. consideration by bongress are: 4,

"The enlargement of the United States Bureau of' Education to
enable it to stimulate and coordinate the educational work
of the nation;

"Careful attention to the farmers' interests in legislation on
the tariff, on regulation of railroads, control of regulation
of corporations and of speculation, legislation in respect to

rivers, forests, and the utilization of swamp lands;

"Increasing the powers of the federal government in respect to.

the supervision and control of the public health;

"Providing such regulations as will enable the'. states that do

not permit the sale of liquors to protect themselves from
traffic from adjoining states. -

"In setting all these forces in motion, the 'cooperation of the States

will be necessary; and in many cases definite state laws may greatly aid the work

II

AGRICULTURAL ECONOMISTS IN OUR SOCIETY—Extract from A Survey of Contem-

ora A ricul ....._i_ral-Economics., 0. V. Wells, before American Farm Economic Associa-

tion and Western Farm Economics Association - Corvallis, 'Oregon, 1953;

-"Nenty-three years ago in a seminar conducted by three 'distinguished

members of this society, I raised two questions which have haunted me ever since.
So I now propose to. rid myself of these two conscience-troubling friends, passing

them along with* some comments' to the members of the two associations whose achieve-

ments, or failures, must yield the final answers.

"As I look back, I realize that the invitation for questions on the

part of our seminar leaders was chiefly an ice-breaking gesture; and I am not at

all certain that the questions themselves were not more a function- of incredulous

innocence than of any -wit. At least, we proceeded through the seminar without

ever actually taking a look at the possible answers, and 1 am inclined to think

some agricultural economies majors still go the route without much conscious

analysis of such matters, even when they go all the way to.,a Ph.D.‘‘

"The questions are simple enough:- (1). -.What kind of .relative returns

can agricultural economists expect-in terms' of -money', intellectual:achievement,

and leadership? and (2) taking into account the fact that most agricultural

economists are eduCated at considerable public- expense and many:of them spend a

large block of . their Worldrig lives' on. public -payrolls .What contributions are

agricultural economists making, or likely to•make, to..the general' welfare?
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"Answers to these two questions not only vary for different individuals

but equally, the answers may change through time. However, there are some relevant,

observations we can make, based upon performance records over the. three decades

which have elapsed since the Bureau of Agricultural Economics was formally estab-

lished on July 1, 1922, and the authorization under which most of the College de-

partments were founded was written into the Purnell Act, approved February 24,1925.

"Certainly it seems the answer to the first question is generally a

satisfactory one. Although agricultural economists are not notoriously well-paid,

their salaries and standards of living within the Colleges and the Government ap-
pear to be as good as that of any other professional class performing similar tasks

for institutional employers, while many of our colleagues have graduated into other
fields of endeavor where some of them are doing very well indeed. Further, returns

to a professional group such as agricultural economists are by no means merely a

matter of money alone, intellectual achievements and the leadership influence of a

professional man's work must also be considered.

"As for the ability of our colleagues to make good in the business or

commercial world, we all know specific cases. Several of our greatest trading con-

cerns have agricultural economists, or former agricultural economists, in their
executive echelon. One of the ablest members of these two associations also hap-

pens to be an executive vice president of the country's largest bank. Agricultural

economists occupy responsible positions with many of our processing or manufactur-

ing corporations; and I can personally recall several good extension or 'agricul-
tural outlook' economists who have gone into business on their own and made good.

"On the leadership front, the score is equally good. The old complaint

that Deans, Directors, and College Presidents couldn't really be expected to under-

stand agricultural economics is losing force. There are now about 20 Deans,

Directors, Provosts, Vice-Presidents,‘or Presidents of Land---Grant Colleges who

started as agricultural economists, including our distinguished President who is

also Vice President in charge of all agricultural activities of our largest single

university system.

"Nor have the agricultural economists been unable to hold their awn with

the general economists. Chicago, Stanford, and Harvard have given top assignments

to men interested in food and agriculture, while the first Chairman of the Presi-

dent's Council of Economic Advisors started his professional career as an agricul-
tural economist and Was in fact a past-President of the American Farm Economic

Association.

"When we turn to the second question—the question as to what the

agricultural economists contribute to the general welfare - -the answer again seems

to be favorable.

"In a way this takes us into the often controversial field as to whether

agricultural economists should or can influence public policy, as to' whether they

should express value judgments or in more graphic terms, wliether they should sys-
tematically endeavor to '14:Ln friends and influence people.' So far. as I can deter-

mine, this is purely a surface argument, having to do, not with whether the agri-

cultural economist's work is related to policy, but rather with the way in which

his facts can best be brought to bear, his influence most appropriately exercised.
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"Agricultural economists, along with -their .facts .and analyses :Can and
do' influence policy. And it. further seems to me that they. have madea signifi-
cant contribution to the national welfare .in the ilast 30 years :by -(1) .constantly
striving for as . many facts -as- possible, with accompanying endeavors: to so :organ-
ize their materials as to keep the main' political arguments to' questions . of policy
not fact;. (2) constantlypointing 'out. at least. the Worst: fallacies of -botir.the,
all-out advocates of farm aid and their opposites, those who feel the best answer
to all farm problems Is --simply a. ruthless freeze-out;' :and (-3) -by :consistently
endeavoring to promote economic education among .farm people and their-representa-,
tives in thebelief that. the .maximum possible number of decisions -should be: made
by farmers and those' who handle .farm products, the minimum' number of .trade barriers
erected,

-; "One index of this relation of agricultural -economists to -agricultural -
policy is found in -their- actual relations. to the Congress and the various .adminis-
trative agencies. Economic materials and •arguments are constantly before the •
Congress and many agricultural economists graduate into administrative or policy-
forming .positions - Numerous examples 'come to mind: The Federal Farm Board drafted
the Cooperative Marketing Division as •a service unit and. included a chief economist
on its' staff; the original AAA included' several outstandingagricultural.economists
on its top staff, "and this is equally*true of its 'successor agencies today as emer-
gency influendee-,subside and -the U:S:D.A..again *faces some aggravating problems.
Currently, the 'Sectetary of Agricultuie, the Under-Secretary, and :..the Assistant'
Secretary for Commodity Operations are all men who have worked .as 'agricultural
economists, -while the last. five -governors' of t he Farm Credit Administration have .
also been drawn from our field.

- "One, could of course argue that men with an agricultural economics
training are not necessarily any more or any-less devoted to the -national.welfare
than are other people. But many of them have turned in first.-class performances
by anybody's standard, and it is my observation that -the agricultural economists
are as tolerant of other viewpoints -and aiat as often in the public interest. as
any group with whom I have come in contact."

- PROBLEM AREAS (including some comments on need for better agricultural
economics theory) -- Summary of 'problem -areas listed during discussion of Commit-
tee on Agricultural Economics, Social Science Research Council, March, 1956, fol-
lowing a series of seminars or discussions in 8 State Land-Grant College Depart-
ments concerned with Agricultural Economics and among Individuals within the U.S.
Department of Agriculture of selected questions including: (1) -What are .likely
to be the most important agricultural problems during the next quarter century,
and (2) To which of these problems can the agricultural economics field make
major contributions? •

The areas listed are as follows, except that I have combined the family,
farm and mar_iittim discussions with the discussion of "the current technological
revolution and its consequences for agriculture:"

"LupiRELRE2121221. These arise.fram the tendency in the American
agricultural economy for supply to outrun demand, duo to a complex of forces and
influences which allocate resources into agriculture and retain them there and
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also allocate them among uses within agriculture; included are technological

innovations that enhance productivity. The private as well as the public aspects

must be of concern to us.

"One important problem during the next 25 years will be that of bringing

about the adjustments in production—on farms and 41 the aggregate--that will not

only keep total supply in balance with demand, but will keep the supplies and de-

mand for particular products in line, Pi great deal of capital will be required to

facilitate these adjustments in the use of resources. In connection with research

to facilitate production adjustments, farm management people should do some work

in the development of farm classification as a means of carrying our research

analyses to the points where they apply. If needed adjustments in production are

to be stimulated, the problems likely to be encountered in reducing the intensity

of land use--in transferring land from cultivation to grazing or forestry-.--need be

identified and understood. The potential role of the government in stimulating

and facilitating these adjustments should be carefully studied. Concurrently, we

need to develop the best estimates possible of the number and types of farms that

will be needed in the future.

"The relation of resource development to technological developments as

alternative means for increasing agricultural production is not yet well under-

stood. The real economic and social costs of obtaining future expansions in
agricultural output by resource development and by technological change should

be compared; for example, such comparisons could provide the basis for choosing

between irrigation ditches and a new variety, as alternative means of increasing

agricultural output. Perhaps some research attention should be given to retiring

land from use as a buffer• against a decline orinterruption in the rate of techno-

logical progress.

wath some assistance from colleagues in other fields, agricultural

economists should be, able to do better research on surplus problems. There is

need for exploration of new dimensions on both the demand and supply side, al-

though the Committee noted that steady improvement is being reported in both areas.

One aspect of demand that needs closer study is the effect of changes in popula-

tion, particularly in the age and income distribution.

"The  current technological revolution and its consequences for agri-
culture. How are technological changes related to increases in the scale of
production in agriculture and to increases in capital requirements? The capital
requirements in some sectors of agriculture are already very high. There is -
acute need to develop (different forms of equity participation in agricultural
firms.

"What will be the effects of technological advance on the problem of

resource transfer, and on institutional patterns in agriculture? Will this ad-

vance sweep away the family farm? How are technological changes related to the

low income problem? Do they inevitably increase disparity of incomes within agri-
culture? In this connection, the Committee noted the possible interaction of

changes in agricultural patterns and in the general economic institutional patterns.

"How will the benefits from specific technological changes be distributed

among the population, particularly between the farmer and the consumer?
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„.:

"-It was suggested that publicly-supported institutions - may be handi-

capped in conducting research on the consequences of technology, partly' because

these problems have public as well as private aspects of great concern. Hence

more research should be done on them in privOely-supported institutions.

"Both the subsistence _farmer and the low income commercial. farmer are

involved. What adjustments in resource' use are necessary to reduce these income',
disparities? What specific problems arise in dealing with income -distribution
within agriculture? One. of the most important needs is for a new look at income, , .
statistics. Data on income over the last 5 or 6 years are particularly inadequate.,
There is .a hidden-income distribution 'problem in agriculture :that needs study, '

namely, tile, distribution of capital gains among the participants  in agriculture, .. . ,
and its effect upon allocation of resources.

"Much more information on the importance and 'magn..itude of incomes
earned by farm residents from off-farm sources Is needed. In California, for

example, small farms are complementary with nonfarm seasonal employment oppoitutl-,

"How will the present social.' and political ferment in the, South

influence the agricultural labor supply, and through it the problem of low in-
comes in the South? What will be the effects on the surplus' problem' and on low

incomes in agriculture, of the influx of Puerto Rican and Mexican labor pushing

into agriculture?

. "In, the. Midwest .the resource tiansfer problem, is primarily trtat!. 'of

attaining the best organization of farms; in the South it is that of retiring

from use land that won't be needed for agricultural production, or of stepping

down the intensity of _t;se. of. other land. ,.1.4ith respect to the, nped for transfer-

ring and recombining resources .(especially land), more study of land : value is

imperative. To what extent are. land ,values being kept high by lags in the ad-

justment of values to economic forces, by the demand of farmers wishingto ex-

pand their units, and by the demand of nonfarmers? *

"Research should be concerned with the relations to farm -income. of the

benefits and -penalties -resulting from production controls. What ,is the nature

of the relationship between farmers!. *value patterns and their responses to eco-

nomic --stimuli.? For example, _what effect does Social. Security have on farmers'

decisions? Before Social Security became available to farmer's, 4:1•4rm .people*

go into urban emplpplent. to become :eligible? What. effect will the present.

eligibility of farmers for Social Seourity have on resource transfers?"

With respect to ,the . competitive position of the fainia.z.faLiml. "how,

are technological changes and the resultant capital requirements, as well as
the organization innovations, affecting the position of the family farm? • Are

these changes dividing farmers intothree,,.grqups-thoSe with high incomes and

plenty of ,resources who need no help, commercial farmers with low incomes who

need assistance .and more resources but who are needed in agriculture, and

fanners with low incomes who need to be helped to find employment outside

culture? There are large, -very, efficient,. family farms .ancli less efficient, but
not necessarily low income* family farms. -** •
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"Haw has the competitive position of the family farm been affected by

the growth of chain farming, corporation farming, etc.? More information, is needed

on the influence of ownership patterns, methods of transfer, and impacts of • con-

tractual arrangements on the competitive position of the family farm, -

"Research by agricultural economists should be concerned with what lies

ahead in the tenure area--the decision-making function is being moved off the farm

even though ownership remains."

With respect to marketim, "The impact on agriculture of structural

changes in the factor and product markets is especially worthy of research atten-

tion. At present in the vegetable canning industry, contractual arrangements

carry such tight obligations for the producer that a family farm becomes practi-

cally a, part of a 'put-out' system. In many types of agricultural production it

seems likely that there will be less and less decision-making on the farms.

Greater emphasis on quality of food products will hasten this tendency.

"Efficiency in marketing will remain important. More and more attention

will have to be paid to closer integration of production with marketing processes.

Many of our marketing problems during the next oparter century will arise in con-

nection with production adjustments that will require establishment of efficient

marketing facilities and organizations where none existed before.

"There is great need for research on the behavior of the firms that

supply agriculture with those input factors that• originate outside agriculture.

Particular emphasis should be laid on the role of these firms in the decision-

making process in agriculture, especially in connection with technological changes.

"Power relations. What kind of power relations are we likely to find

within agriculture and between agriculture and the rest of the economy, and what

are their implications for agriculture?

"Achievi a world •erspective on the economics of agriculture. . This

has particular reference to the role of American agriculture in the worldagri-

cultural economy. The achievement of such perspective would depend upon under-
standing the interrelationships between domestic agricultural policy and (a)
economic development in the rest of the world, and (b) foreign economic policy of
the United States. In this connection agricultural economists should examine _-

critically their role in the economic development of underdeveloped countries..

"The real demand for American agricultural goods in the foreign market

should be studied in relation to the policy for each country that would best pro-

mote its awn economic development. American agricultural economists are probably

the logical group to make a systematic study of haw American agriculture should

fit into the agricultural economy of the world. The approaches now being used in

the study of international trade seem to be inadequate analytically. The devel-

opment of new approaches should be encouraged, especially some means for freeing

comparative advantage analysis from those static assumptions that relate to pro-

ductive organization within different countries.

"There is also need for appraisal of the repercussions abroad from the

current governmental attempts to sell American farm surpluses, and especially for
development of a broader concept of the public welfare.

kr-
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"now many (or do) agricultural economists contribute to the economic

development of underdeveloped countries, where there are _ few social scientists

especially agricultural economists? The latter have both a responsibility and an

opportunity to assist in filling the professional gap in these countries.

"It would be helpful in studying foreign trade in agricultural products

to have a compilation of modern methods and techniques used in international . •

trade arrangemdnts and an assessment of their effects on trade ,in agricultural

commodities.
1. .

"Allocation of resources to research educankion and  extension in

agriculture.- Taking the 'long-run view, are the ,allocations, of resources rational?

Are government programs 'working at cross purposes? - As private: enterprise cop-- •

tinues to enter and expand participation in areas that formerly were exclusively

the concern of Experiment Stations and .Extrision Services, are efforts.' being made

to avoid duplication? Could the .publi.c institutions concentrate more on the,

basic research, leaving more of the developmental work to private enterprise?

Is it consistent or wise to spend- public money for research to increase yields

while paying -farmers not to plant as many .acres?

',Human requirements in agriculture. What kinds of people are needed

in agriculture? What are the technical, professional, and occupational needs

of the whole of agriculture? How can agricultural colleges best *serve these

needs? What adjustments are needed in the undergraduate _curricula in light of

the fact that there are likely to be fewer opportunities for graduates to be

farmers? How many people will there be room for in agriculture? ,It should be

possible to set an upper limit. What _kinds of education will facilitate the re-

source transfers that agriculture needs?"

In addition to the problem areas discussed above, the need for better -.

theoretical formulations was mentioned repeatedly throughout. the Committee's

discussion of the agricultural problems of the next quarter century. The Com-

mittee's comments were as follows:

"Strong feelings were expressed :that the ability of agricultural

economists to formulate research problems theoretically has not kep pace 'with

the development of their other methodological apparatus. Specific mention was

made of the -following:

s .111. Theoretical •roblems in the areas common to es ArL,..citu.ral eco-

nomics and related technical  disci lines and: other. social sciences: - .1 Bridge-

building' between disciplines is 'badly-needed,:pa*7t.i.cularly for the understand-

ing of problems:. and for the formulations that may, ;Lead .to

n2. Linka e of our theoretical formulations with the• appropriate 

a_Apects .of 'philosophy: The philosophic literacy of the agricultural economists

with respect to value problems might well be examined..

"3. Conce tual a ricultural econonlics, particulkrj,a -

1,11.2. 1)22,11Liat..22onomic theor to take account of dynamic factors affecting

agriculture:". More fundamental understanding of decision-making processes in

general is needed, especially with reference ,to traditional conceptualizations

in such areas as demand and its modification, supply responses, and policies of

marketing firms.
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"To tie all these problems together they should be considered in rela-

tion to economic development."

)
Iv

Such comments as I have to make with reference to the quoted sources

are secondary. Each of you can agree or disagree as to the current influence

and well-being of agricultural economists. Each of you can compare the Country

Life'Commission-and Social Science Committee lists of problems and decide haw

much progress has been made since 1909, haw much you like the prospect ahead.

Perhaps one or two statistical notes should be added. In. 1953 there

were about 20 agricultural economists listed as Deans, Directors, Provosts, Vice-

Presidents or Presidents of Land-Grant Colleges. The number is now 30 or more.

More important is the fact that agricultural economists now comprise a large,

widely-dispersed professional group. As best I can estimate, there are almost

1,200 agricultural economists and related specialists in the Land-Grant experi-

ment stations and extension staffs, another 25 economists in the Federal Exten-

sion Service, about 200 in the Farm Economics Research Division, Agricultural

Research Service, and 375 in the Agricultural Economics and Marketing Research
Divisions, Agricultural Marketing Service. We are aware, of course, that agri-

cultural economists are now employed by many business firms--how many, I don!t

know. Altogether, the American Farm Economics Association now has somewhere

close to 2,000 regular members (including students, libraries, and institutions,

about 3,000).

So we should feel successful.

Yet many agricultural economists seem somehow dissatisfied with the

present state of their science. Wile

Actually, it seems to me that this dissatisfaction traces to two

different sources. Some of us may be asking too much of agricultural economics

as a straight scientific discipline; while at the same time some of us may be

giving too little to development of agricultural economics or, equally important,

to finding ways and means of getting our materials or our know-how used.

On the one hand, we are obsessed with the idea of a moblemless societv
--many of our talks and much of our literature seem to suggest that the farm prob-

lem if only to rational, hard-headed fellows like ourselves would soon be

vanquished, not temporarily but for all time, Along with this feeling, we can

also easily develop an Atlas complex, a feeling we ourselves are responsible as

agricultural ,economists for righting wrongs, for seeing that others concur with

and act on our views. And in a world with a continuing flow of problems, some

of which we have to live with for long periods, it is easy enough on over-long,

too-hot days for an agricultural economist to sometimes feel frustrated.

This, of course, means that we turn to escape mechanisms. So we decide

that we need more funds, a more sympathetic administrative structure, more general

theory, or a different philosophic environment--the ways out are endless. But

just as our longing for a static, problemless world is asking too much of agri-

cultural economics, this second state asks too little. Agricultural economics is

still what the agricultural economists make it.



To me at least our personal approaches to agricultuisl economics seem

especially important.

In the earlier, pioneer days, the agricultural economists were •

establishing a new science. Their numbers were small, their problems were dif-

ficult enough, but at the same time, these same problems were new, often fasci-

nating, and the group as a whole had a sense of mission-, of going somewhere. We

need to recapture this earlier zeitgeist.

We. ca. count numbers and estimate salaries: I have done so. We can

list problem?: The Country Life Commission and the Social Science Committee

have done so. We .can lament our lack of general economic theory, of friends,

of, funds: We do. But somehow " our leaders have managed to find or develop with-

in themselves a system of agricultural economic principles and processes which

deals with problems as they come and which does get results. J. D. Black, W. I.
Myers, and T. W. Schultz are all examples of individuals who have developed a.

coherent set of principles and processes against which to measure or attack

agricultural problems as they come: H. C. Taylor, W. J. Spillman, and G. F.

Warren were earlier agricultural economists who had this same drive. We all
need it..

•

•
••


